Exercise 4: Define Your Red Lines
Prepare yourself for the challenges that we know lie ahead. Using the PMI standard skill areas shown in
the following table, consider for your PPFMO practice:





What is the next step forward?
What elements of best practices have been consciously deferred already?
What the "red lines" should be in terms of elements that must not be be given up, and
Which of the core principles applies to the situation.

Review this worksheet with the PPFMO staff and, from time to time, with the governance board.
For the future, remember that every standard of practice that is deferred until later carries with it an
additional burden of risk that will only magnifying its impact as time goes on. Things that could have
been fixed early on become very expensive to retrofit later. At this very early stage in the PMO's life,
you're going to have to accept many compromises, and that's just fine: after all, you are starting with no
information on any of these initiatives at all. Just make sure that you and the decision board understand
that you may be seeing some future consequences. If nothing else they will give you the leverage to
start ratcheting back those concessions.
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PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Next Step
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Management
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Management
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Initiating
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Processes
Closing
Processes

Extra Credit
For each process category, write down the potential consequences of the deferral decisions you have
made.
How are you going to deal with those residual risks?
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